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Dominic Frisby: entertaining and engaging

Adam Smith:
Father of the Fringe

Geniuses of self-marketing from
Einstein to Kim Kardashian
Rainer Zitelmann
Management Books 2000,
£14.99

Dominic Frisby
Available on YouTube
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egular MoneyWeek
contributor Dominic
Frisby is a comedian as well as
a financial commentator with
a particular interest in digital
currencies. In this hour-long
YouTube documentary, Frisby,
with a little help from a wide
range of contributors, including
Jimmy Carr, Al Murray and
Shazia Mirza, looks at how the
philosophy of 18th-century
economist Adam Smith, who
lived in Edinburgh for a good
part of his adult life, explains
the success of the Fringe
Festival, one of the largest public
events in the world.
The first 15 minutes of the
documentary are devoted to
a quick rundown of the life of
Adam Smith and his theories,
especially his idea that the
invisible hand of the market
and (enlightened) self-interest
will almost always produce
better outcomes than central
planning. Frisby then jumps
forward nearly three centuries
to show how the Fringe emerged
owing to the determination of
several drama groups in 1947
who, having been rejected by
the Edinburgh International
Festival, decided to put on
shows in the city anyway.
Despite the superior
resources enjoyed by the official
festival, even at an early stage
the independent productions
enjoyed a great deal of critical
and commercial success,
encouraging others to make the
trip. Within a few decades, the

How People
Become Famous

“The Fringe, built on market principles,
launched the careers of everyone from
Tom Stoppard to Phoebe Waller-Bridge”
Fringe, built on the free-market
principle of no central vetting
or curation, had become the
bigger of the two partners,
providing a showcase that
would launch the careers of
everyone from Tom Stoppard to
Phoebe Waller-Bridge.

The market and the Fringe

The sheer number of tickets that
the Fringe sells isn’t the only
vindication of Smith’s theories.
As Frisby notes, the fact that
producers found a way around
scarce performance space
and rising costs by shifting
towards one-person shows, as
well as developing the paywhat-you-want “free fringe”,
shows how market forces can
lead to innovative solutions.
The short-lived attempt of
several large venues to band
together as the “Edinburgh
Comedy Festival” might also

have raised a knowing smile
from the man who wrote that
“people of the same trade
seldom meet together, even
for merriment and diversion,
but the conversation ends in a
conspiracy against the public”.
Naysayers will point out that
many Fringe theatre (as opposed
to comedy) productions get
public support, either directly
or indirectly, or come from
universities. Indeed, as the
documentary admits, the Fringe
received a lot of help from
Edinburgh University in its early
days. But the basic argument of
this well-produced, entertaining
documentary remains true.
At the very least it will make
you curious to learn more
about Smith and the Fringe – it
certainly inspired me to book
another trip in August.
Reviewed by
Matthew Partridge

Modesty may be
a virtue, but
when it comes to
getting that
promotion,
closing that deal,
or ensuring your
business is a
success, it can be a drawback,
especially in these celebrityobsessed days. Academic and
entrepreneur Rainer Zitelmann
argues that fame, though, isn’t
necessarily the result of talent,
or even charisma, but is down to
following a few rules. In this
book he looks at how 12 people,
ranging from Albert Einstein to
the “very stable genius”
Donald Trump, became well
known throughout the world.
Some of the factors are
obvious – a desire to become
famous, obsessive courting of
the media and a willingness to
engage in attention-grabbing
stunts. A sense of humour and
ability to grasp what the public is
looking for can also go a long
way. Some attributes are more
surprising, including having the
flexibility to change direction
when an act backfires or grows
stale. It’s easy to dismiss many
of the celebrities Zitelmann
describes as lightweights, but
the reality is that their rise to
fame was planned. They were
talented at becoming famous, if
nothing else.
The book would have
benefited from a concluding
chapter, but it is an original and
informative take on a talent that
we tend too easily to dismiss.
At the least you will come away
with a respect (however
grudging) for the marketing
savvy of his subjects.

Book in the news… is America on the brink of civil war?
How Civil Wars Start
And How to Stop Them
Barbara Walter
Viking, £18.99
It’s been one year since the
“rampage at the Capitol”,
when a mob stormed the
Capitol building in
Washington DC intent on
keeping a defeated Donald
Trump as president, and
already chatter about a
21st-century American civil war “has
seeped from the fringes into the
mainstream”, says Jennifer Szalai in The
New York Times. In How Civil Wars Start,
academic Barbara Walter looks at how
civil wars have started in a number of
places around the world, including the
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former Yugoslavia, the Philippines and
Iraq. She argues that the American belief
that “political collapse is something that
happens elsewhere” may be complacent
given that the US is now brimming with
the “risk factors” associated with conflict.
The key part of Walter’s argument is
that most civil wars start when countries
reach a state of “anocracy”, which she
defines as a “transition stage” of
government between democracy and
autocracy, says HW Brands in The
Guardian. Under these conditions, neither
democratic institutions nor authoritarian
structures are strong enough to give the
government legitimacy. In the case of the
US, she argues that the rise of partisan
media in the 1990s, followed by social
media a decade later, has turned the US
into an anocracy, and provided fertile

ground for demagogues such as Trump to
stoke ethnic and other resentments
among those who feel “displaced”.
The book makes a “convincing” case
that America does indeed contain certain
of the “ingredients” that make for conflict,
including “a polarised populace losing
interest in listening to anything the other
side has to say”, says Sam Freedman in
The Sunday Times. Some recent surveys
even suggest that Americans from both
sides of the political spectrum believe that
“the country would be better off if large
numbers of the other party died”. Still, her
decision to include a “lurid description” of
a future civil war “unhelpfully shifts the
narrative away from calm analysis to
polemic”. More importantly, the book has
a “lack of compelling ideas” about
possible solutions to the problem.
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